Inspiration for the study leading to this report resulted from the author noting that there are voluminous documents on file at the Air university (AU) library on professional military education (PME). However, most reviewed noncommissioned officer (NCO) PME separately rather than as a part of an overall Air Force professional education system. The author does recognize there is an inherent "two-caste" system within the military and is not in favor of a single nondiscontinuous heirarchy. However, there are some similarities that exist between officer and NCO PME. It is the author's contention that to fully understand Air Force (AF) NCO PME today-and where it is going-one must first gain some insight into those similarities. This article provides this analysis by briefly reviewing, in historical perspective, early officer professional development within Europe and the United States. Then, the article reviews the development, over the last 33 years, of AF NCO PME-a significant step as prior to this time PME education had been virtually a «system contained within the officer corps. Lastly, the author. Abroad it is the universal theory that the art of war should only be studied after an officer has arrived at full manhood, and therefore most governments have established post-graduate institutions for nearly all arms of service. To be eligible an officer had at least eight years of service. Typical students were majors.
Sister Service Schools
The United States' first approach to military education tier" professional approach, they also made some changes.
Rather than decentralize the three schools, they opted to centralize them at Maxwell to avoid duplication, conflicting operational theories and an absence of instruction in some 13 areas.
The advocates of an Air University felt that ... major commands would be so preoccupied with their primary mission that if the various schools that were to make up the Air University were scattered among them, the idea of an integrated and progressive plan would suffer. They.had seen the idea suffer under the Army plan....
Su-ary
The purpose of this chapter was to show two things.
First, that officer PME had considerable roots. To provide NCOs with an effective approach to the solution of those problems encountered in leadership.
To prepare the NCO to project more effectively his queries, recommendations, and solutions.... No formal NCO PME school was established at AU until 1973.
Air Force Regulation 5i-39
The first NCO PME regulation-published by HQ USAF in Jdnuary 1957-was one page long with 10 pages of attachments, it stated the HQ USAF Director of Personnel Procurement and Training would "prepare and issue a standard 9 minimum curriculum for each...course."
The attachments gave very general outlines. The 1965 revision indicated that PME policy conferences would be convened "at least" every two years to review policies and command operations.
AU is first mentioned in 1970 when given the task to "distribute" annual biographies to NCOLSs and academies.
The 1973 edition stated AU was not only responsible for the leadership school and academy biographies, but for the new "capstone" school-the Senior NCO Academy (SNCOA) at Gunter 12 AFS, Alabama.
The 1978 version notes AU is responsible for the Academic Instructor School (AIS). In addition, it states AU will "help" commands and act as a "consultant" and that commands will conduct periodic workshops that will 13 involve AU.
The relevance of these points will be addressed in subsequent paragraphs and in the conclusion.
The Senior Monco-issioned Officer Academy
The 
Leadership & Management Developaent Center(LMDC)
In 1975 HQ USAF convened the Air Force Management Improvement Group (AFMIG). Its purpose was to examine and revitalize the leadership and management training provided to commanders and supervisors. The group formulated a five-part plan, part of which was to establish a LMDC and to broaden the Air Force PME system. LMDC had three objectives, one of which was to formulate a common Air Force approach to leadership and management education. LMDC was to utilize its specialized personnel to disseminate curriculum to all NCO PME schools and to monitor base level leadership Instructor School (AIS) , and the ability to integrate LMDC activities into the total Air Force PME system. Lastly, part of the training was to be specialized training for the instructors who would deliver two new base-level NCO PME courses.
Phase I, the NCO Orientation Course, was designed to orient newly promoted Senior Airmen in the duties and responsibilities of NCOs. The concept was founded in the belief that entry into the NCO corps is an important career milestone. The course was intended to create an "awareness" of these new roles and responsibilities. Phase II, the Air Force Supervisors Course, was to show that entry into the NCO corps is a signifigant milestone and that supervision is an inherent part of an NCO's role. The other three phases were to continue to provide the appropriate PME for the designated grade and experience levels. This, then, was the structure of NCO PME in 1976. 
Moncommissioned Officer preparatory Course(MCOPC)
In April 1984 the NGO PME system was reorganized from five phases to four. This resulted from feedback that Phase 
World Affairs Curriculua-Leadership Schools
The latest major development in NGO PME occurred in -The overall success of the new NCOPC prepared by AU. -Some commands had already begun to standardize their "command" curriculum, e.g., ATC, TAG, PACAF. -There could be potential manpower savings with centrally prepared lesson plans.
-NGOs teach NGO PME on a transitory basis as most return to their primary duty after four years, it's essential they have the best plans available-to do the job right.
-The "commands" all think they have the best program. In actuality some programs are good and some not quite so.
-The NGOLSs teach NGOs who are weighing whether to make the Air Force a career. -There is a need to insure all NGOs receive the same learning experience regardless of where they attend school.
The "test" program is now being evaluated. However, as with any test there were some user concerns.
If the test program is successful, will all NGO Leadership School and NGO Academy curriculum areas also be standardized?
A. Will commands retain the authority to teach command unique curriculum...?
B. Gan individual schools arrange curriculum hours in the order they deem appropriate for...flow?
G. Gan individual schools rearrange main points between lesson plans, provided they teach all main points? D. Will individual schools be allowed to develop their own test questions? E. What type of system will AFMPG establish for replacing main points that become obsolete? 
MoncoMisaioned Officer Bducation Today

Sunwary
The purpose of training is to teach a technique or skill, while that of education is to develop thinking and reasoning as well as knowledge. 
CHAPTER IV CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Conclusions
As noted in the Introduction, the purpose of this research was to show that there are ties between officer and NGO PME. Both, for example, use a "tier system" approach based upon rank and responsibility. It's hard not to draw the conclusion that AU is now not only associated with officer PME-but-NGO PME as well. AU is recognized as the PME geru of the AF-a position with respect to NGO PME that could (should) have been recognized over 30 years ago. The following comments, then, regarding NGO PME operations are not listed in any particular manner. All or some are achievable. They are intended to make a good program better.
Reco-endations
-AU should assume responsibility for central curriculum development for all levels of NGO PME. They 
So-ary
Thanks to Generals McConnell and LeMay-and a lot of plain hard work-NGO PME has come a long way since 1953-that is for sure. AF leadership routinely attends NCO PME graduation ceremonies and applauds the results produced.
However, unequal attendance opportunity, varied chains of command, and varied curricula skew an otherwise stellar program and disproportionately play to individual commandant and command parochial interests vis-a-vis the AF. If those who make inter command related decisions were to carefully look inside NCO PME-more positive changes would be made.
We could do it a lot smarter if NCO PME had more AF balance-less emphasis on the "my school-my command"
syndrome. Our founding fathers-having cut their teeth in the Army-recognized this over 40 years ago.
If you plan for one year, plant rice; for ten years, plant trees; for a hundred years, educate, men [then, provide the best education possible]. Confucius
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